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On the Cover ...
The Grand Mace of Marshall University ts a symbol of
authority and leadership. It is displayed at all formal University occasions.
The Mace is carved from a limb that fell from the Old Beech
Tree in front of Old Main . It was carved by Byron Johnson , a
Marshall honor graduate and local art instructor.
The top of the Mace is a gold-plated bronze cast of the Seal of
Marshall University, with the Great Seal of West Virginia on
the back. These are surrounded by ornamental beech nuts and
beech leaves, and the Mace is topped with an academic torch of
excellence.
Below these seals is a beechwood cube with carvings that
depict significant symbols of Marshall University. The first side
pictures Old Main. The other sides show the Memorial Fountain that was erected in honor of those who lost their lives in the
1970 football plane crash, the Seal of Marshall College that
existed until 1961 when university status was granted and a
buffalo representing the " Thundering Herd" mascot.
The base of the Mace contains a double-wrapped ribbon a
half-inch wide. The bottom is protected with a cluster of goldplated beech leaves. The Mace weighs approximately 25 pounds
and is 66 inches in height. When it is not in use for formal
ceremonies, the Mace is stored in the office of the president. It
was first unveiled at the 1985 graduation ceremony.
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W

hile only a small number of Marshall University
students are actually on athletic teams, sporting
events are universal meeting grounds for

students.
Football and basketball games gave students a chance for
entertainment on what could have been an otherwise dull
weekend . Students go to the games for many different
reasons. Some people go to be looked at, while others go to
look at the healthy bodied young athletes. Of course, there
are genuine sports fans who go to games to watch the
games. You can always spot them - they are the ones in a
green and white t-shirt with a box of popcorn and a Coke
who sit with their eyes glued on the field or court and who
send popcorn flying into the air when they leap up to protest
a referee 's call.
The most visible fans at games are the wild and crazy collegians. This is what college is all about, right? Whether it is
standing up blocking the view of others and cheering,
painting their faces green and white or shouting obscenities
at the officials, these fans are seen by other fans as either
good for a few laughs or as obnoxious idiots.
Games also provide a stage for the performances of other
groups . The Big Green Marching Machine performed at
every home football game, while the Pep Band raised spirits
in the Henderson Center at basketball games. Cheerleaders
screamed, tumbled and built pyramids to encourage several
Thundering Herd teams. The Supreme Court also danced at
halftime of basketball games.
Each athlete needed all the support he or she could get
from these groups to relieve the pressures of his or her work.
A day for an athlete usually began early in the morning with
a practice and breakfast with teammates. Then, it is off to
study hall with the Student-Athlete Program or to class until the middle of the afternoon. Another two-hour practice is
followed by a late dinner with the team. The rest of the
evening was spent studying and relaxing. That schedule
worked smoothly until the season brings away games.
Travel schedules meant missing classes and trying to study
on the plane, on the bus, or in the hotel. Add to these problems the pressures of performing up to the expectations of
fans, coaches and the press, and you have the life of a college
athlete.
Blocking a Davidson defensive lineman, john Spellacy opens a hole for a
Marshall running back in the Homecoming game .

Spom Divider
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MU

occe
faces
disappointing
season

Although he expected 32 players, only 19 players showed up co play on
Coach Jack Fazio's Thundering Herd soccer team .
That was just one of the many struggles Coach Fazio faced this season. He
says that good players are hard to attract because soccer has few scholarships to offer. Fazio also noted that Marshall is the only team in the
Southern Conference without foreign players.
Fazio feels a lack of universiry support, despite the fact that he's the winningest coach in the Southern Conference. Fazio has earned a 45 -28-1
record in his five years at Marshall, and yet he's only paid part time. His
assistant coaches are all volunteers.

Kfrking up hi1 hee/J, thi1 Joccer player dri11e1 the ball for another Herd goal.

88 Soccer

1986 MARSHALL SOCCER TEAM Frofll row: Kevifl Alie,,, Seo/I F11cher, Bill Todd, ChMci
Ka,.,,u, Andy Pilcher, Seo/I L.ukowilz. Mit/Jlt row: H1"'1
C011chjack D1Fazio, Sea" BlackbM,.,,, Mall Waizlflgg«,
Pelt Catizoflt, Kevifl Mtadow1, It/a,, HMrlty, Tom
St#bt,,, Maflagtr. Back row: David Tt•Pltlofl, Mark
Boflganoflt, Stettt FiJcher, Joh" Kelltr, Pat MMrphy,
MarkTM'71tr.
ScramblitJg for the ball, aft Mflidtflti/itd Mar1hall play«
triu lo gaifl cofltrol.

Bumping into each other, Scott Fischer and an
opponent wait for the ball to land.

Forcing an opponent out of the way, Pat
Murphy aims the ball toward the goal.

Soccer
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Marshall

Football
brings

.

worries

with wins
A new coaching staff. A crumbling stadium that created a controversy between
proponents and opponents of a new facility . A strong reaction to an Athletic
Department policy about signs fans brought to games. A season of ups and downs
·that at one point looked like a loser and at another time offered the real possibility
of a Southern Conference championship.
All of these were part of the fall football campaign of the Thundering Herd and
head coach George Chaump, replacement for Stan Parrish who departed for the
top job at Kansas State University after directing his team to two conseciitive winning seasons.
Much anticipation existed among students and other fans, as well as the players
and coaches. Could the Herd continue its winning ways? Would Gov. Arch
Moore fulfill his promise of a new 25,000 to 30,000-seat stadium? Could the opposition of the 20th Street area merchants to the location of the proposed stadium
be overcome - even if the money were found to build the facility?
With these questions and worries remaining co be answered, the Herd started the
season typically, winning with a big score of 42-0 at Fairfield Stadium over West
Virginia Tech of the National Intercollegiate Athletic Association.
So far, so predictable. But then the unexpected: the Herd, a three-touchdown
favorite, stumbles at home against Morehead State of the Ohio Valley Conference,
l 0-19. The shock would lessen in weeks to come as the underrated Eagles won
their way into a national second-place ranking in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association's II-A division.
A 13-13 deadlock against the Colonels of Eastern Kentucky gave Marshall one of
every possible outcome - a win, a loss, a tie. The record remained even during
the next two games as the team beat Ohio University 21-7 at Athens and lost,
badly, at home to Southern Conference power Furman 10-38.
With a 2-2-1 record and attendance dropping off at Fairfield Stadium, the team
rebounded with four consecutive victories and pulled into serious contention for
the Southern Conference championship.
But the Herd would end the season on a losing note, dropping the final two
games. Despite WKEE-FM's "Get Happy with Appy" campaign, the Herd lost
17-27 at Fairfield. The next week the Herd traveled to Western Carolina where it
lost the game 20-33 and rhe second place standing in the Southern Conference.
The team finally ended the season with a 6-4-1 record and a fifth place rank in the
conference.

Football

Lining up for the kickoff, the Thundering
Herd starts another game .
Cheering on the team, Marshall fans applaud the play in their green and white outfits.

Making an entrance onto the field, the football team runs through a gate of band members
and cheerleaders.
Making the catch and running toward the
end zone, All-Southern Conference team
member Mike Barber picks up more yards for
the Herd.

Football

Hanging a banned sign on a stadium wall,
these students ask Athletic Director David
Braine to reconsider his order that no signs be
hung without approval at Fairfield Stadium.

Warming up on the sidelines, Quarterback
john Gregory prepares to enter the game.
Picking up yards on the ground, Keith Baxter
avoids the opposing defense.

92

Football

Applauding a play, crowds at Fairfield
Stadium cheer the Thundering Herd football
team to a win .

Walking the sideline, new Head Football
Coach George Chaump closely examines the
gain made on the last play.
Diving to block a wide receiver opponent, an
unidentified defensive player stretches to prevent a complete pass.

Football
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Lady Herd
•

r ·ecru11 :s talent
to get off
•
to amazing

7-1 start
With the loss of All-American and Southern Conference scoring leader Karm Pdfrqo, u
well u three other starten, and wirh only four playen returning from last ynr's league
runner-up team, the Lady Herd should have bttn in a rebuilding .season. But that wu
not the case with the 1986-87 women's buketball team . C.oech Judy Southard and her
staff beat the bushes of the Tri-State area and Pennsylvarua to find some of the best
talent in the East. They combined ir with three veterans to make an amazing 7-1 SWt
including wins over Pitt and Virginia Commonwealth University.
Leading this aop of newcomers wu junior college transfer Tammy Simms of Harlan,
Ky. Simms averaged 20.4 points a game and puled out 174 uaim in leading l..tt
Junior College to a 27-5recordaynr130. A 518• point guard, Tammy wu rated one of
the top I 5 point guards in the nation by the B/C Scouting Service. Simms made an immediate impact on the Lady Herd team.
Another junior college transfer wu 6'0- forward Melody Phillips of Parsons. Phillips
averaged 11.7 points, 8.4 ttbounds and 1.6 blocks a game at Allegheny Community
College while leading her team to a berth in the Juniot College National Tournament.
Joining Sims and Phillips were freshmen Lea Ann Panky of Granville, Ohio; Janelle
Stephenson of Cllarles Town; and Missy Triplin of Johnstown, Pa. Panley, a y9• forward, wu touted u one of Ohio's best pttpstenof 1986, and her aggressive style of play
earned her several starts in rhe early pan of Manhall's season.
Stephenson, a 4 1 11• All-American high school guard from Jeffenon County High
School, wu a big factor off the bench defensively. Rounding out the newcomers wu
y9• forward Missy Triplin. Triplin led Bishop McCott High School to a 26-6 record
and a second-place finish in the Pennsylvarua state high school tournament. She hit the
game-winning shoe for MU in the championship game of the Lady Herd Classic against
Virginia Commonwealth.
Tammy Wiggins of Dunbar took the leadenhip role. A 5'~ senior, Wiggins avenged
12.5 points and 7.4 rebounds in 28 games last year, and she was vored KCOOd team
All-Southern Conference.
Joining Wiggins was veteran c:rnter Chris McOwlcin of Johnstown, Pa. McOwlcin, a
6'3• junior, avenged 6 .7 points and 3.2 rebounds in 23 games a ynr lgO. With the Joa
of 6 1 2• Cheryl Grau, McOwlcin wu the only Lady Herd playU taller than six feet. McOurkin swted all eight games during the early season and wu an intimidatins flaor
both offensively and defensively.

The third reruming player was junior Kirn Lewis, a 516• guard from Elkins. A member
of the U .S. National Handball team, Lewis wu a two-time all-swer in buketball at

Elkins High School. She avenged 7. I points and 1.6 rebounds u a sophomore. She got
off to a fast 1986-87 start, going 19 for 20 from the field during the Lady Herd Classic
while apruring the tournament's MOI< Valuable Player award.
The final rerurning player wu forward Jenny Leavitt. Leavitt, a 5'10- sophomore from
Parkenburg, was listed u a "superstar senior" by the B/C Scoutins Service u a high
school player. After bettlins shin problems a year lgO, Leavitt started impressively off
the bench and wu expected to provide ttbounding strength u the 1986-87 season

progressed.
Good recruiting, speed and good shooten made the Lady Herd look outstanding at the
season 's beginning.

Passi"g off against an aggrmi11e Pill defender, team leader Tammy
Wiggins helped lead the Lady Herd to an early-seaso" 11ic1ory.
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Women's Basketball
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Preparing to shoot, Marshall's tallest player, 6'3" Chris McClurkin
positions herself against a Pitt opponent .
Aslting for clarification, Coach Judy Southard checks with the
timekeeper during action in a Lady Herd game.

Brealting down court, 5'8" Lea Ann Parsley displays the aggressive
play that earned her a starting job in several early games.
Waiting impatiently to get back into the game, Tammy Wiggins check1
her teammates' progress before rejoining them on the court.

Women's Basketball
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Blocking the shot of a player from Ohio
Uni versity, Senior f orward Tammy Wiggins
stretches to gain control of the ball.
Dribbling down court, Junior guard Tammy
Simms sets up a Lady Herd play .

Pondering the action on the floor, Head
Coach Judy Southard monitors her players.

96 W omen's Basketball

Deflecting a shot by the Teddy Bears,
Freshman Forward Lea Ann Parsley leaps to
save a Lady Herd lead.
Passing to a teammate, junior Center Chris
McC/urkin um her 6- 3 height as an
advantage.

Women 's Basketball
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Landing from a jump shot, Guard john
Humphrey scores against A. Peay in the MMI
Tournament.
Knocking the ball away from a Radford opponent, Forward Pete Brown gets a t11rnover.
Splitting two defenders, Forward Rodney
Holden scores for the Thundering Herd.
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Baskerball

Scooping up a loose ball, Center Tom Curry grabs
the ball from the Radford team.

Giving instructions to Forward Tommy
Boyd, Head Coach Rick Huckabay directs the
Herd to a second-place finish in the MMI.
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season
with conflict

For the third scraighc year, the men 's basketball team opened the season in curmoil. The curmoil began for Huck's Herd when Tom Curry, Baron Route, La.,
junior, was mentioned in an investigation by the NCAA at Louisiana Scace
University concerning the use of a car as a means of recruiting him ro play there.
Then, Brian Jointer, Louisville, Ky., freshman, was found ro have had a joint
checking account with Assistant Coach Dan Bell. Afcer chat incident, John Tafr,
Birmingham, Al., freshman, failed ro make the NCAA's Proposition 48 cutoff
score on his ACT and SAT for the second time. Finally, afcer an opening game loss
ro Kent Scace, Kevin Staples, Logan sophomore, was suspended for not shaving.
Because he saw no action in the opening game, Staples lefr the team cwo days
lacer.
Despite the controversy, Marshall, with three returning starcers was picked ro win
the Southern Conference tide and co return ro the NCAA playoffs.
The leadership role for the Herd fell on the shoulders of Skip Henderson, a junior
rwo-cime all-conference guard from Carcersville, Ga. Along with Henderson
returned starters Rodney Holden and Tom Curry. Holden, an Adanta, Ga, junior,
led the conference in rebounding last season and has polished up his shooting
skills co make himself a better all-around player. Curry, who transferred ro Marshall when Head Coach Rick Huckabay received his job here, brings one impressive asset ro the team - his intimidating size of 6'9", 230 pounds.
Recruiting also beneficed the Herd chis season, landing two of the most soughtafcer players in the South. Dwayne Lewis, Delgado Junior College transfer from
New Orleans, was an All-Junior College forward lase season. Lewis, a 6'5" forward, has only played in cwo losing games in his life. Ocher new players include
Brian Jointer, a 6'8" center from Pleasure Ridge Park High School, and Andre
Cunningham, a 6'1" guard from Red Jacket, W . Va. Reggie Giles a 6'1"
sophomore football player from Adanta, Ga., and Curry Haggerry, a 6'0" senior
walk-on from Milton along with Brian Fish, a 6'5" guard who transferred from
Western Kentucky, rounded out the list of newcomers.
Along with these new faces recurned a crop of seasoned veterans from last year's
disappointing loss in the first round of the Southern Conference rournament ro the
Buccanneers of Eastern Tennessee State Universiry. The list includes Maurice
Bryson, a 61611 junior from Charlesron; Pete Brown, a 616" sophomore from
Sylvania, Oh.; and John Humphrey, a 6'5" sophomore from Huntsville, Al.

Going in for a shot, forward Maurice Bryson anticipates scoring two points
for the Herd in the MMI Tournament.

Basketball

Feeling the frustration of a close game, Coach
Rick Huckaby releases his tensions.

Sporting a shaved head, Skip Henderson carries
on in MU tradition .

Making a pass, john Humphrey throws to Maurice Bryson .
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WVU Game

Close, but
It was a dogfight to the final buzzer, but
basketball bragging rights in the state were surrendered to the West Virginia Mountaineers
Dec. 27 in a 69-67 loss before 11,019 in Morgantown .
Marshall had a chance to tie or win the game
after Dwayne Lewis drew a charging foul with
less than 10 seconds left in the game. Lewis rook
the ball, drove to the lane and put up a running
jumper, which bounded off the rim and headed
to the corner. Brian Fish ran the ball down and
flung a desperation shot that would have count-

• • •

ed for three points and a Marshall victory. The
ba!i, though, bounded away and the Mountaineers celebrated the victory.
Lewis' final shot did not fall, bur many others
did, bringing praise from WVU coach Gale
Catlett. " Where did they get that guy?" he was
quoted as saying after the game. Lewis scored
20 points and Marshall scoring leader Skip Henderson scored 24.
The Herd rook command of the first half
until the final minutes, when the Mountaineers
came back. A three-point goal by Wayne

Yearwood put W up by five at halftime.
The Mountaineers controlled second half,
leading 67 - rwo minutes left. The He
helped by missed WVU fre roared back to
have an opportunity to win.
Of the crowd, surprising large despite being played during Christmas break, several
thousand were gr clad Marshall fans, some
who were residents of the northern part of
the state. Many others made the pilgrimage
from Huntington.

Playing defense, Skip Henderson guards a
Mountaineer.

Slamming the ball, center Tom Curry scores for
the Herd.

WVU Game
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NCAA

Dr g Te ting
keeps
athletes
on sidelines

On the first of August, the National Collegiate Athletic Association
enacted legislation that created quite an impact on the future of intercollegiate sports. Drug testing was made mandicory for athletes participating in pose-season events. As a result, Marshall officials decided
it would be in the best interest of the universiry for the athletes co be
tested randomly throughout the year.
Marshall's program hinged primarily on education about the potential
dangers of drug misuse. During their first semester at Marshall,
student-athletes were required co attend a seminar which provided
realistic and up-co-dace information about chemical use and abuse.
The testing phase of the program was used co identify potential problems before they became major ones. According co Marshall's
substance abuse policy, a minimum of four tests had co be administered throughout the year.
Identification of any nonprescription substance, including alcohol and
steroids, would be considered grounds for failure. In case of a positive
test result, the head coach was to be notified, and the athletes referred
to private counseling. The second offense would require attendance at a
closed group therapy session.
The penalties get tougher with each offense, until the fourth offense
which results in termination of team membership. Athletic Direccor
David Braine said that he feels drug testing is having a positive effea
on the Marshall Athletic program.
Growing in the fields of Alabama, Marijuana has been a widely used
drug on most college campuses.
Lying near a mirror, this heroin is one of the strongest drugs used today.

102 Drug Testing

Drug Testing
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Athletic

Man

ers a d Trainers
keep
teams

on the field

When you scan the sidelines or the courtside at games, you might spot
people other than the recognizable players and coaches. Managers and
athletic trainers have become an essential part of every team's staff.
Managers keep the teams operating efficiently. Their responsibilities
included washing practice uniforms and issuing equipment as
necessary throughout the season. They had to attend every practice one between 5 a.m . and 8 a.m . and another from 2 p .m . to 6 :30 p .m.
- to participate in floor drills and to chase balls. They fold towels,
help with the media, pack for road trips and work in close conjunction
with the coaching staff.
The Marshall Training Staff, which included four certified staff
trainers, three graduate assistants and 21 student trainers, treated the
injuries of numerous athletes as well as students and faculty.
Head Trainer Dan Martin and his staff were in charge of keeping every
Marshall athlete as healthy as possible. Most duties involved the taping
and icing of sprained ankles and wrists, but occasionally serious injuries
occurred that needed treatment.

Taping an ankle before practice, this trainer protects a player's foot from
injuries.

104 Managers and Trainers

Carrying a player off the field, these trainers
take care of his injuries.

Stretching out this runner's legs, this trainer
helps prevent injuries.

Warming up before a game this trainer keeps
the player from tearing a muscle .

Managers and Trainers
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MU

Wo ___ en's
Spikes

and
Serves

When most people chink of volleyball, they either recall horrible
stories about dreaded physical education classes in junior high or envision images of canned bodies on the beach leaping into the air, while
the surf laps against the shore. Neither of these impressions is correct,
however, in discussing the Marshall women's volleyball team.
The members possess a true competitive spirit and play hard . They
boast one of the big best grade point averages among athletic teams,
showing a marriage of athletics and academics.
Their schedules closely resemble those of any other sport in which
praaice and study demand a great amount of their time and energy.

Di11it1gfor a save, Melissa Hill tips the ball up to Kim Eby.

l 06

Women· s volleyball

olle ball

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL - Front
row: Pam Smith, trainer, Pam Dotson,
Kristina Evingston, Paula Maxwell,
Cheryl Beverage. Back row: Missy Whitfield, Amy Huffman , Kim Eby, Cindy
Beyant, Melissa Hill, Diane Allman, Lesa
Lee, jaki Copeland, Grad. Assistant, and
Marth Newberry, head coach

Serving it up, Cheryl Beverage starts a
play.
Spiking the ball, Cindy Bryant scores for
the Herd.

Volleyball
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Sw

The 1987 campaign was a tough one for the Marshall swim team,
which won only one of its matches in the regular season.
The Herd began with a losing effort in a meet with the University
of Kentucky at Lexington . The Wildcats have a larger swimming program than Marshall, and having competed with a team as good as
Kentucky, Coach Robert Saunders was not disappointed with his
swimmers as they headed toward the Kenyon College Invitational in
Gambier, Ohio.
A field of 15 teams competed at Kenyon College Jan . 23-24, and
Marshall placed a midway seventh. Kenyon won the invitational,
followed by Denison and Kent State. Saunders was pleased with the
team's performance and said he looked forward ro a tough match
against another team with superior talent, West Virginia University.
The Mountaineers came prepared to the Henderson Center, as they
beat Marshall 64-45 in front of the hometown crowd.
Diver Tom Stanley won the one-meter event that day and John
Kidwell won the 100-meter freestyle .
Plunging into the pool, this swimmer starts another race.
Doing the butterfly stroke, this swimmer makes waves in the water.

108 Swimming and Diving

and Diving

Doing the backstroke, these competitors
race towards the end of the pool.

Keeping count of the links the swimmers
completed, this swimmer helps run the meet.
Diving into the pool, these swimmers leap
off the starting block.

Swimming and Diving
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Keeping

Stuc :.ent- thletes '
"'

grades
above

par

Because athletes have to be students before they take the playing
field or court, the university devised a Student-Athlete Program a few
years ago to help players meet grade requirements for NCAA
eligibility.
Proposition 48, the NCAA rule that requires incoming freshmen
athletes to have a high school cumulative grade point average of at
least "C" and a minimum ACT score of 12 or an SAT combined score
of 800, has kept several athletes across the country from playing this
season.
The Student-Athlete Program, under the direaion of Dr. Stan
Maynard, is designed to provide athletes participating in all sports the
opportunity to study in a struaured environment with the help of
skilled tutors from all major course areas.
"The Student-Athlete Program is not interested in just getting
athletes by - we want them to be successful in the classroom as well
as on the playing field, " said biology tutor Chris Knott, Logan senior.
Athletes spend specific amounts of time each week, both during the
season and in the off-season, in a study hall in the Big Green Room of
the Henderson Center. The amount of time is determined by what
class the athlete is in and by how high his grades are.
Reviewing class notes, sophomore football player Nick McKnight
prepares for a quiz.

110 Student-Athlete

Examining a French exercise, Graduate student Blair Gibson helps freshman soccer player
Mark Bongarzon.
Consulting a tutor, Senior football player
Sam Manos gets the answer to a question.

Studying for an exam, sophomore football
player George Barlow appreciates the quiet of
the study hall.

Student-Athlete
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Marshall

Ch erlea ers
more

than
Sis Boom Bah

Cheerleaders have come a long way since the early days of "sis boom
bah!"
Today cheerleading on the basketball court is characterized by
tumbling runs that would make even Mary Lou Retton's head spin,
partner stunts and towering pyramids.
The dangers of those pyramids has sparked an NCAA rule that was
enacted this year to prohibit pyramids higher than four people tall.
The association hopes that this rule will prevent accidents such as
paralyzing falls and keep injuries to a minimum.
Marshall cheerleaders are following this rule this season but are joining the trend in flashy cheering. This year they have maintained a busy
schedule ranging from practices to cheering at home football and
basketball games and learning a dance routine for the Southern Conference Tournament.
The cheerleaders worked with the pep band to perform during
timeouts to raise the spirits in the Henderson Center.

Cheering in Fairfield Stadium, this cheerleader shows her enthusiasm at
a football game.
Competing in the Southern Conference Contest, the cheerleaders try to
impress the judges and spectators.
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Cheerleaders

J

Raising spirits at the Southern Conference
Tournament, this cheerleader cheers on the
Herd.
Wearing sunglasses during an afternoon
football game, the cheerleaders encourage the
team.
Supporting the Herd, the MU cheerleaders
are pictured with Marco the Mascot.

Cheerleaders
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The

ourt
dances
to the

beat

Although they received some negative publicity last year, the Supreme
Court returned co the Henderson Center to perform at halftime of
Thundering Herd basketball games.
In addition co their famed halftime routine, the dancers lined up
underneath the basket tO perform a dance to the MU fight song with
music provided by the pep band. This season's halftime routine was a
tribute tO music from the '20s, '50s and '60s and featured steps such
as the Charleston, the Twist and the Monkey.
The dancers also changed their uniforms halfway through the season.
They started the year with light green body leotards trimmed with
white sequins. They added such accessories as headbands, scarves at
the neck and sweatshirts tO dress in the look of each decade. Later in
the season, however, the group began wearing black body leotards and
top hats for a completely new look and routine.
At each game the members enter the floor with whistles and applause
as they start to dance to the beat.

Taking off her top hat, Beth Whitescarver smiles to the crowds at the
Henderson Center during her halftime dance.

Waiting lo do her 1950s dance, Denise Bailey sits at courtside.
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Performing in one of the old Supreme Court
uniforms, Diane Snuffer dances at halftime.
Tipping her hat, Kelly Mankin models one of the
new Supreme Court uniforms.
Gliding across the court, Kerry Collias dances in
the new Supreme Court routine.

Supreme Court 115

Getting Into

hap
keeps
students

fit

Whether it was jogging a few laps around the track, stretching out
with an Energetics class or working out on the Nautilus machines,
students often could be found taking a break from their studies to get
into shape.
You don 't have to be on an athletic team with a coach blowing a whistle at you ro be physically fit. Many students started to work out or
started taking classes soon after Christmas Break ro burn off Mom 's
holiday goodies and to build the perfect " beach body" before Spring
Break.
Other steps for getting che " beach body" included going co the canning bed to develop a resistance to the sun's rays and co avoid a bad
burn upon arrival in Daytona or Fore Lauderdale. A healthy, balanced
diet also had to accompany che tanning and exercising.
Personal spores offered students a chance to pursue individual interests.
The Henderson Center kept regular hours for students co use the
facilities there. Basketball courcs, racquetball courts, the swimming
pool, the steam room, the weight room and sporting equipment were
available to students who had their Marshall ID's.
So no maccer if you do simple gym-class calisthenics or a serious
workout, keeping in shape improved everyone's appearance.
Watching students in the pool, this lifeguard knows the importance of
staying in shape.
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Personal Sports

Working out in the Nautilus room, this student gets into shape.

Swimming some laps around the pool, the
student works on her back stroke.
Stretching out before a dance class, this
dancer warms up.

Personal Spores 117
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Southern Conference highlights

Celebrating in the streets, these students
cheer over the Herd's Southern Conference
victory.

Bringing home the trophy, Rodney Holden
looks f orward to the NCAA tournament.

Getting off the plane after their Southern
Conference win, the Herd players are greeted
by f ans and the press.

Sourh ern Conference

Hurling toilet paper on to the floor, Herd
fans get a warning for a technical foul.
Going to the inside, junior Skip Henderson
shows some of the talent that earned him an
all-tournament honor.
Running on to the court after the game, Herd
fans cheer for the next road trip to the NCAA
Tournament .

Southern Conference
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A Rained-Out Season
The Thundering Herd Baseball team had a
rough battle with the weather this season, let
alone the battle they faced once they took the
field.
For example, an April storm dumped 14
inches of snow on Huntington and snowed out a
three-game set with Appalachian State. Because
of postponements like this one, the Herd found
itself six games out only two weeks into the
season.

,•
Winding up for the release, this pitcher eyes the
plate for his fast ball.
Arguing with the umpire, Coach Jack Cook questions his eyesight.

12 2

Baseball

The Herd failed to make it to the Southern Conference Championship when they
lost a double-header to Virginia Military Institute. Coach Jack Cook said that the team
should have won those games because of the
talent. "It's frustrating because we have a
better team than they do. We should have
won all three games we played against them
this year," Cook said.

I

J- -

~

Keeping away from sliding spikes, MU catcher Jason Nixon tags out opponent.
Making the pivot at second base, the Herd's
johnny Piepenbrink completes the double play.

Baseball
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Leading the pack, this MU runner moves to
break away.
Warming up, MU tracksters take a practice lap.
Knocking down the pole, this high jumper cannot
make the height.
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Track

V au/ting to a great height, this pole vaulter
stretches to make it over the bar.
Hurling the shot put, this putter musters all
her strength.

Running Expectations
Unlike other spring sports at Marshall, the
track team looked like an honest contender for
tides in the Southern Conference.
Coach Dennis Brachna expected 3,000-meter
steeple chaser Todd Crosson t0 win that event
and for Chris Guber to take the pole vault
event.

Early in the year the team was plagued with
lots of rain, snow, and cold weather. This not
only inhibited meets but also moved practice
indoors and caused several injuries.
The team witnessed a national track srory at
the Kentucky Relays. A University of Tennessee
hammerthrower, Scott Hartman, was struck in

the head by a hammerthrow by an athlete
who was warming up for competition.
Hartman was listed in critical condition following the incident. "It was the goriest thing
they ever laid their eyes on, " Coach Brachna
said, describing the reactions of Mike
Efremko and Lee Lafferry.

Track
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Following through on her backhand, this player
returns a difficult shot.

Putting is all concentration for this Marshall
golfer.

Down Seasons for
Golf and Tennis
After having finished no higher than tenth
place in any previous cournament, Golf Coach
Joe Feaganes was more than pleased with the
third place finish the Thundering Herd Golfers
earned at the Marshall Invitational.
The golf team, however, finally mustered a
fourth place finish in the Southern Conference
Championship. That was the Herd's worst finish in the cournament since 1977 . "We felt
confident we could win, but we ran inco all
kinds of problems out there, " said Feaganes.
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Golf/ Tennis

The Herd golfers were tied for the lead going
inco the 36-hole conclusion played in Matthews,
N.C.
Leaving the green and moving co the court
did not make the wins come any easier for Marshall. After 10 tries, the women 's team was still
without a win . Their goal at the end of the
season, however, was still co finish near the cop
of the Southern Conference by winning the
Southern Conference Tournament in Asheville,
N .C. in the month of April.

Wailing his turn to putt, a Marshall golfer
studies his shot.
Planting her backhand, this tennis player
looks to score a point.

Golf/ Tennis
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Seniors enter 'real world '
Whether it is placing a ring on the finger or a
degree in the hand , seniors have geared up fo r
graduation and the long, winding road ahead .
Most students coming into their senior year said
they had a pretty good grasp on what they have
planned fo r their futures.
Seniors prefer seeking a career rela t~d to their
major. Mark H averry, Mineral W ells senior and
marketing major, said he wants to get a sales
position with a major wholesaler like Proctor
and Gamble or Lever Brothers. But, H averty
said , " fin ancial security is a must before
marnage.
Tony Bolland, Charleston senior and captain of
the H erd 's foo tball team , said his plans consist
of " marriage, maybe," in a few years. H e plans
also to leave football behind and land a job as a
parole officer, or another job related to his
criminal justice degree.

Tywanda Abercrombie
Michael Adkins
Michael Ray Adkins
Saleem Akhatar
Aaron Alexander

Ikecht Amaefule
Rachel ] . Andrada
Lorie Antonson
Marc D. Arnold
Lisa Austin

W ayne Bailey
Melissa Baker
Carla Baldwin
Kimberly D . Ball
Darryl Bassett

J ennifer Behrendt
Lisa Ann Bennett
Melissa Bennett
J ean Ann Bevans
Aline Bezdikian
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Seniors

A long-time hobby of driving stock cars 1s
something Mike McCray, Ravenswood senior,
said he would not quit doing because of his
plans for the future. With his degree in geology,
McCray will be locating out of state. His job
hunt will center on North Carolina, South
Carolina and Texas.
Rob Ely, Ravenswood senior, doesn 't see marriage in his future at least for the next five years .
But, he says he wouldn't mind making a
million dollars coaching in those first five years
after graduation.

W hether it's a ring on the finger or a diploma in
the hand, seniors have definite goals f or the future.

Lee Ann Billups
Kimberly S. Binford
Jennifer Blake
Stacey Ann Blythe
Darline Evonne Boggs

Debbie Bole
Susan Boles
Teresa Bolt
Lisa Bonecutter
Annette Borst

Bonnie Bowyer
Charles Bradley
John David Brant
Susanna Brewer
Pamela Lynn Brown

Clyde Browning
Michael Browning
David T. Brummer
Timothy Scott Brunetti
Suzanne Buchanan

Kimberly Burgess
Rhonda Burgess
Kelli Busch
Kellie Butcher
Cheri Anne Calder

Julie B. Caldwell
Sandra Caldwell
Elizabeth Callaghan
Marie Caltrider
Pamela Campbell
Raymond T. Campbell
Larry Carroll
Monica Castillo
Patricia Chafin
Patricia Chambers

John Chapman
Paul Ciarrochi
Paula Clagg
Shawn Cline
Suzanne Cogar

Seniors

13 1

Kerry Dawn Collias
Joel C. Cook
Marilyn Cook
Debra L. Cortez
Darlene Cox

Mary Ann Cracraft
Vickie Cremeans
Dina Currey
Susan L. Curry
Benjamin B. Cyrus II

Rebecca L. Davis
Bruce E. Decker
Angie Dennison
Jeffrey S. Dennison
Angela Barton Deshuk
Tim Deshuk
Brenda Devore
Jennifer Dickens
Cindy Dillon
Kimberly A. Donahue

Betsy Dorsey
Sherri L. Dunn
Stephanie Dye
Jane Ann Ehman
Kimberly A. Ellis

Kathleen Erdlitz
Tricia Farris
Cindy Fedczak
Allison D. Fisher
Amy Fisher

Barbara Florek
Cynthia Flowers
Toni Marie Foti
Tina D. Foster
Amy Frazier

Michael Fritts
Kelley Gabrys
Bobbie Galford
Lewis W. Gandee
Retta Gatts
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Seniors

Sabrina Ghiz
John Gillespie
Ikechukwu Oluh Godwin
Melissa Gray
Valeria Grounds
Veronica Gwinn
Paul Hackett
Angie Hammett
Carmen Hancock
Lesa Hanlin
Angela J. Harrah
Mary R . Harris
Rob Harris
Amy Allison Harshbarger
Joel E. Hartney
Sandra K. Haught
Kristina N. Hazelett
Gwen P. Heslep
Leslie Hillin
Brian S. Hissom
Donna Hobbs
Curtis A. Hodge
John E. Hodge
Sheryl L. Hoke
Gerald E. Holley II
Joe Holstein
Marisa Hooser
Rachel E. House
Amy R . Hudnall
Susan Huffman
Claude R. Hurst Jr.
Erma Jackson
Kimberly Jackson
Kimberly Danielle Jackson
Voltaire J agdon
Lisa Janiszewski
George E. Johnson
Nannette Johnson
Teri Jones
Tammy Pace

Seniors
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Michael F. Ken nedy
Rick D . Kennedy
Pamela C. Kirk
Phyllis Kirk
J ohn J . Kraynak

April M . Lawhorn
J ames G . Lawson
Kelli Lester
R obert Lewis
D arby Line

Fuhin Liong
T ammy Love
H eather Lowe
D arla Lucas
J ames Lucas

Kelly Lucas
J ohn Lusk Jr.
G aynelle Lynch
Lisa-Sue Mackall
J an Mahon

Patrick R . Marcum
H elen Matheny
T awnya Mathis
Elizabeth L. Maxwell
Jill C. Mayfield

Cynthia Maynard
Kimberly Lynn Mays
Thomas E. McCallister
Karen McCane
Christopher W . McCane

Mary Catherine McClung
Carla McD onald
Kelly McD onnell
Edmond J . McG overn III
Elizabeth A. McPeek

B. D ouglas McR obercs
Scarlett Meadows
J ohn Merritt
R ebecca Merritt
Penny Messinger
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Seniors

Tracy Mestrovic
Bridgette Midkiff
Carolyn Miller
Lisa A. Miller
Brian J . Millerick
Nancy L. Minigh
Alisa Minor
Elizabeth Mitchell
Nancy L. Mitchell
Michael T. Morris
James Brian Mosely
Whitney Moss
Steven S. Mullett
Margaret Mullins
Della Murphy
Robert Paul Nutter
Cynthia R . Odell
Michele M. Okoye
Robin M. Orndorff
Michael Otter

Putting Marshall on map
With the Sesquicentennial anniversary come
memories of graduates who added to the
university while attending it and then went
on to make an impact in their profession.
Many alumni have accomplished this goal
and many more will continue to attain it in
the future.
John Fiedler made a name for himself in the
film-making industry. He was once the
president of World Wide Pictures and now
is a producer for Columbia piaures.
Richard Jackson graduated and then went
on to have an impaa on the banking industry. This year he served as a chairperson

for the Society of Yeager Scholars. He also
attains the position of president at a large
bank located in Georgia.
Dr. Sam Clagg has made an impact on the
Marshall Community itself. Dr. Clagg served
as acting president of the university during
the transition period before Dr. Dale F.
Nitzschke assumed the position.
Many graduates of Marshall have made an
impact on our community as well as other
areas of the country. This gives the university
something to be proud of and students
something to strive toward after graduation.

Making an impact on the Huntington Community, Dr. Sam Clagg helps build Marshall.

Seniors
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Vitus E. Ottiwv
Sammi Sue Parrish
Karen Louise Parsons
Annette Paxton
Beth Payne

Phillip Payne
Bennie Petrey
Barbara Phillips
Evelyn Phillips
Sherry Pishner

Lana Plymale
Dionne Prichard
Alvie E. Qualls II
Harry A. Raczak
Daniel Ratkovich
Gregory A. Rayburn
Rebecca Rhodes
Carla Richardson
Tanya Richardson
Marcia Riffe

David W. Riggs
Jim Rhodes
Rhonda Lynn Roe
Lisa G. Rowe
Andy Geobie Ruben

Jennifer Salcines
Tim Sayre
Juanita Scaggs
Bill Shaffer
Michael Todd Shanesy
Paul Shannon
Beth Shedd
Holly Shipley
Monica D . Short
Vincent S. Smenthkowski
Bridget K. Smith
Mary Jane Smith
Stacey Smith
Eric Snuffer
Shanda L. Spears
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Terri Kaye Spencer
Ginny Stalker
Kim Stamper
Linda Starr
Pam Stephens

Julia Stephenson
Lora J . Stuart
Kenneth R. Stultz II
Sherri L. Sumpter
Rita Tatman
Kiyomi Tatsuno
Kimberly D . Tawney
Robin Taylor
Ronn Taylor
Sandy Taylor
Virginia Lee Taylor
Todd M. Thompson
Wilson Vanadkins Jr.
I. Gail Vance
Robert A. Vanhoose
Ellen Varner
Benny C. Varney Jr.
Brahatha Vellayan
Trina Vitello
Patricia Anne Walker
Rebecca Susan Warden
Kellie Weekley
Suzanne D. Weese
Burgetta Eplin Wheeler
Teresa White
Beth Whitescarver
Susan C. Wilburn
Cristie R . Wiley
Marti L. Williams
Linda Williamson
Rhonda S. Wilson
Susan Wilson
Joel M. Woodrum Jr.
Donna Worthy
Roberta.W ranitz

Seniors
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Mary Elizabeth Y ancosek
Connie Young
Samantha Young
Stephanie Young
Vikki Young

Marshall's music man
He began as a singer in his church, moved on to
heavy metal in a group called " Black Magic"
and now has circled back co the mellow tunes of
Jim Croce and Harry Chapin.
Rob Harris, Williamson senior, has become
well known on campus through performances in
the Coffeehouse and in many Marshall plays.
He scarred college as a theatre enthusiast, but he
has changed his goals to include singing and
songwriting.
His singing debut on Marshall's campus rook
place in the Coffeehouse where he played with
Joe Barcgess, a former Marshall student, m
1984. Since then, he has been performing an
average of twice a month .
Though he has performed m front of larger
crowds on the Student Center Plaza and in the
Municipal Auditorium, he prefers the Coffeehouse crowds. "Ac Marshall it's unique
because there's not a lot of it. If I went co
Nashville I would be one of thousands - chis
keeps me humble," he said.
Twenry-cwo year old Rob has written many of
the songs he performs. One song, "Goin' Home
(to West Virginia)" was recorded in 1984.
Another of his songs, "These Arms, " has been
submitted to Lee Greenwood for possible use.
Some of the Marshall productions he has performed in are "Barefoot in the Park," " Wait
Until Dark," "The Spiral Staircase" and
"Rosencrantz and Guildenscern are Dead." His
favorite of the plays was " Getting My Act
Together and Taking It on the Road " (1986)
because it provided for his singing and guitar
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Seniors

playing as well as acting .
In the future, Harris intends co go into a
ministry and perform in a style similar ro
chat of singer Amy Grant. He wants to write
about positive themes. " I write what I fed
. . . it 's usually very honest, " he said.
He said his hope for the future is "co present
an evening of music chat brings people to
God without beating chem on the head
about hell.' '
"He's Uesus) my best friend, and I want to
introduce him to everyone, " Harris said.
Entertaining th e Coffeehouse crowds, Rob
Harris performs some classic country music.
Feel ing the emotion in his song, Rob Harris
sings one of his "honest " songs.

Carla Adams
Virginia Sue Adams
Irene M. Adkins
Jama Adkins
Rachel Adkins

Sherry Adkins
Danita S. Alt
Kelly R. Anderson
H. Gene Arnold
Brenda Ball

Lisa Ball
Tamei L. Barker
Bridget Barnette
Michael Beasley
Howard L. Bechtle II

Karen Lynn Beckley
Rhonda Belcher
Rick Bertozzi
Jeffrey Brian Betts
Arleen Blankenship

Beth Ann Bowe
Cynthia Brammell
Michelle Marie Braud
David Brobston
Sue Brooks

Kimberli Ann Brown
Jennifer M. Bunch
Gary M . Bush
Eustacia Call
Robert K. Calloway Jr.

Judy Canterbury
Gene Ray Carr
Michele Carter
Lena D . Carver
Alvin Castillo

Ashley J . Casto
Marcia Casto
Leslie Caufman
Lorrie L. Chenoweth
Teresa Cisco

Juniors
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Robin S. Clark
Lewis Gray Cochran
Valerie Cole
Janet Constantini
Crystal Dawn Cook
Melissa Sue Daniels
Mary Davis
Bilinda J. T. Dawson
Jeffrey T. Dawson
David E. Day
Angela L. DeCoy
Craig Alan Dilley
Savana Jo Dillon
Andrea Dobbing
Alice Downey
Cynthia Eliot
Leigh Epperhert
R. Douglas Esque
Jennifer Fluhasry
Dwana Gauze
Tony Gilkerson
Lisa Gill
Cheri Graham
Jennifer Green
Hassan Haidar
Bobby Hammond
Robin Hammons
Rodney Hamrick
Lynn Haptonstall
Timothy R . Hardesty
Steve Hardin
S. Daniel Harmon
John Harper
Phillip B. Hatfield
James E. Hawkins Jr.
Angela M . Hill
Yvonne Hochberg
Jeri Hofer
Carolyn Holley
James E. Hostottle
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Juniors

Susan Huddleston
Donna Hughart
Thomas C. Humphrey
Alan R. Hurley
Vina Hutchinson
Mary E. Hutson
Jon Jack
Jill Jackson
Steve Jarrell
David Jarrett
Kendra Jeffers
Aaron E. Johnson
Justina Hope Justice
Belinda Kazee
Margaret F. Kazee
James Keatley
Rebecca L. Keatley
Kathy Kilburn
Harlow Kimberly
Angela Lynn Kirby
Chris L. Knott
David B. Lawson
Cindy Ledford
Michael Lemley
Doug Lemley
Jill Cherie Lester
Kim Sue Lewis
Bobby Lipscomb
Staci Long
Jacqueline Lyall
J enaannac Lycan
Susan Maddox
Sherri L. McClung
Mary McClure
Sonya McMillion
Joa Lynn McCorkle
Betty McCoy
Crystal McGuire
Richard Mcintire
Lisa D . McKinney

Junior

14 1

Trav is Messer
Rebecca Michael
Michael Roberrs
R etha Milam
Connie Miller

J eff N orton Miller
Michael D . Moffa
Lisa E. Mullett
Sandra Y . Myers
Cathy N eace

Karen Neff
Nancy Nelson
Renea Nelson
Lynn Norris
John Olive

Kim Orlando
Regina Osborne
William D. Owings
April Palmer
Robert Palmer

Kimberly Sue Payne
C. Jay Pemberton Jr.
Larry Perry
Christine Peyton
Les Poindexter

Deborah Elaine Price
Melissa Prichard
Lisa Quinn
Barbara Raczak
Crystal Rainey

Sam Ramey
Louis G . Roe Jr.
Amy Jo Rowley
Theresa L. Sapp
Pamela Schmidbauer

Diann a Scragg
Sue E. Shrout
Michael Simpson
Brian Smenrkowski
Amy Smith
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Juniors

Angela D. Smith
Teresa Smith
Judy Snyder
Josie L. Staats
Derosa L. Stephens
Tommy Stanley
Christina Stidom
Norm Strickland
Doug Suess
Roy Sumlin
Brenda Sutton
Brian N. Sweeney
Becky Swick
Densil D. Syre
Robert Tabor
Christine Thorn
Lawrence H. Thornburry II
Kimberly Toler
David W. Trader
Amy Vandenbergh

Alumni stay active at MU
The sesquicentennial anniversary of the
universiry brought several opportunities for the
Alumni Association to support the university
and to share the past with current students.
In honor of Marshall's l 50th anniversary, the
association sponsored many events designed to
inform students of the university's past. One of
the association's projects was the production of a
film, "Marshall at 150." The film shows the
development from Marshall Academy to Marshall College and finally to Marshall University .
Another project involved a sequence of short
films shown on local TV stations. These films
shared a small portion of Marshall's history with
the community.
The association also sponsored Alumni
Weekend in April. Graduates from as far back

as 193 7 attended the various activities which
included campus tours, a birthday party for the
university and a formal ball. The association encouraged current students to get involved in the
activities. The association reminded students
that the university's past should be important to
them as well as the alumni.
The Alumni Association is in contact with
about 40,000 graduates through alumni
publications that stress staying in touch with the
Alma Mater and with fellow graduates from
Marshall University - West Virginia's oldest
school.

Visiting campus as part of the sesquicentennial
celebration, Alumnus Gen. Albin Wheeler
discuues his career.

Juniors
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John H. Varney
Chrisropher Ward
Tammy Watson
Christina White
Donald White
Kimberly A. White
Deborah K. Woodall
Wendy A. Woodrom
John Jay Wright
Jonathan T. Young

Working their way through school
"The extra money really comes in handy,
but sometimes it's hard to make yourself go
to work, " said Sarah Justice, Williamson
freshman . The work study program helped
about 600 students with college expenses by
providing on-campus jobs. Each student
employee who had been deemed eligible
worked from eight to l 0 hours each week
and received a minimum wage of $3.35 an

Checking the alignment of his work, Curtis A.
Hodge, New Martinsville senior, completes his
duties on the work-study job.
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Sophomores

hour.
Librarian assistants usually were students.
More than 600 students could be seen ' Also, students worked at the concession
working in practically every building on stand and in the bookstore in Memorial Stucampus. Many students did clerical work, dent Center.
assisting secretaries and professors in many
The program is a sort of employment
departments. About 25 percent of the work agency, so it is not affected by government
study students were employed in a job closely funds and cut-backs.
related to their major.
Students also filled many other positions.

J ody Adams
Bill Adwell
D ebbie Alford
Kathy 1. Allbright
J . J . Alleman

Connie Andrews
Brian Armentrout
Kevin Baker
Stephanie J ane Baker
Stacey Beckelheimer

Therese Lynn Bell
Trudy Benson
James M . Bond
Cheryl D . Brown
Lisa Brown

Leslie Buskirk
J oetta Butcher
J oseph M . Butcher
J ohnna Call
T anya Canavan

D ayna Castle
Richard T. Childers
N elson Chipman
Angela Cline
T erri Collins

Carol Combs
Charlotte Conley
Cindy Cook
Andrea P. Cornwell
Chrystalle 1. Crabtree

Gina Crouse
Carolyn A. Cunningham
Julie Davis
Lara Dedario
Charles Dent

Melissa D ials
Cindy Dilley
Catherine Dillon
Abbey Dunlap
J oel Dunlap

Sophomores
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T eresa D uty
Candace Edwards
T racy L. Ellis
Gina End icott
T amara G. Eubanks

Shane Facemyer
Ethel Mae Farley
Freddie Flowers
Michelle Fogert
Lisa Foug ht

Martha Fourney
H olly Fox
D enise French
D aniel Fuller
Melanie G app

T odd M . G ault
Paul Giandomenica
Leah G od by
J ack R . G ogan
Erin G ood

N an Grimmett
Stacey Grounds
T abantha N ea H ager
J ames Vies H all
Timothy H anshaw

D ebby H arper
Annette Sue H arris
Tina M . H atfield
Cheryl H awkins
Cynthia Ann H ayes

Michelle H enson
Angela D . H oke
Trish H olmes
Angela H ouser
Laura Hundley

Thomas Hunter
Kim berley S. H ypes
Crys tal L. J acks
Kelly J avins
Laura J efferson
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Sophomores

David Jenkins
Tiffany Johnson
Kristin D. Jones
Sue Joy
John Jozwick
Angela D . Kiser
Dorothy Klapproth
Kelli Krepps
Vicki Lancaster
Lorri A. Laudermilt
Phil Lauerman
Lora Ledbetter
Kyla Renee Lee
Michelle Leonard
Angela Lilly
Angela Linhous
David Lucas
Sabrina Rose Lucas
Kimberly Ann Martin
Drexel P. McCalvin

Caroline McClure
Gary McComis
Robert Mcintire
Christine Miller
Lee Ann Miller

Raymond Mather
Jesse B. Mize
Loralea Murphy
Freddie A. Neace
Tamantha Neal
Susan Paige Nickels
Barbi Null
Beth Osborne
Terri Pannell
Stephanie Ann Parker
Terry Payles
Dianna S. Perry
Gretchen Pettry
Nancy R. Peyton
Teresa Plumley

Sophomores
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Shelly Prince
Sherry Prince
John Proctor
Jerry Pyles
Lisa L. Pyles

Lisa A. Raines
Gordon Ramey II
Barry Ratliff
Sherri Reed
Sherri L. Richmond
Angel K. Rife
Eugene Rife
Jackie Rife
Lora K. Riggs
Tillis Ross

Melissa Roush
Jenny Rowley
Rose A. Rutherford
Bonnie E. Sawyer
Allyn Leigh Shaffer

Debbie Shell
Peter Shively
Ann Shuler
Sherry L. Shumaker
Beverly J. Smith

Ken Smith
Mary Susan Smith
Connie S. Sparks
Julie Sparks
Patricia B. Starling

Lora Scarr
April Stevens
Kathy Stevenson
Karen Stollings
Kim Stooke

Carla Sullivan
Gina Taylor
Deborah Thompson
Deidra A. Thompson
William D. Todd
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Sophomores

Jerry 1. Utt II
Georgie Vance
Sara B. Varney
Shelly Wallace
Robert Wheeler
Denise White
Melissa White
Paula White
Lisa R. Williams
Paula Wilt

Michelle Withers
Amy Woods
Ogun Yilmazer

Financing an education
Financial aid has become a term synonymous with attending college. Around fifty percent of the student
population receives financial aid from $ 50 co a fuU
scholarship to help offset educational coses, according
co J ack Toney of the financial aid office.

decline in the number of grants awarded .

a major determinant of rhe college.

"The criteria of eligibility is nor char much more
stringent, only more people need ir," explained
Toney concerning the decrease in grants.

It is nor any more difficult for out-of-scare students to
receive aid than it is for in-stare students. Except for a
$782 West Virginia Administrators Grant Program,
they have rhe same considerations, Toney said.

Colleges depend on the availability of aid as much as
the students. "If there wasn 't student aid available
we would nor be able to keep the doors open," Toney
said.

He said more families are becoming eligible for
assistance, so financial aid is becoming competitive. A lot of the need for financial assistance
seems from failing mines and the depressed
economy in Southern West Virginia, Toney said.

This year, between 5,000 and 6,000 MarshaU
students received some form of aid. The most
predominant sources were loans and grants, bur
workstudy is increasing in dollar amounts co cover a

A major factor behind a student's choice of colleges is whether or nor he or she can pay the bill.
If he has a great need for assistance, then it will be

"The Key has become a matter of timely application.
The student needs to become aggressive. Otherwise,
in many cases the dollars are gone, " Toney said.

Trying to figure 0111 and file for financial aid,
Jt11den11 often experience conf111ion headache1.
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Sophomores
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Cynthia Abbott
Stephen Adaway
Paula Adkins
Willis Adkins
Sarah Affolter

Jennifer Armstrong
Susan Arthur
Teresa Atkinson
Amy Barber
Shannon Barkley
Son ya Beckett
Tonya Beckett
Rebecca L. Black
Sean M . Blackburn
Melodie Blevins
Michelle Diane Bloemaker
Kimberly Boardwine
Ann Bolon
Sheri E. Bowers
Sonya Bowman

Christi Boyd
John A. Bradbury
Gwyn Brenneman
Robert Burdette
Eva Burgess

Lisa D . Burris
Laura Burton
Crystal Carhart
Lesa Carter
Timmy L. Carter
Paula Clagg
Dawn Coleman
Betry Combs
Ada Marie Conway
Alan K. Cook
Carla Cook
Suzanne Cook
Kim E. Crum
Cleta Cummings
Gina Cummings
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Freshmen

Sherry Davidson
Lisa Dean
Traci Dean
Michelle Delong
Tammy Dingess

Jeff Easter
Lisa Dawn Edwards
Melissa D. Edwards
Tina Ehrat
Melody Elam
Angie Elliott
] essica Elza
Lisa Endicott
Crystal Esque
Pauline Farley
Missy Farnsworth
Melody Finley
Rhonda Flaugher
Bill France
Vickie Fulks
Lester Earl Garforth III
Rick Garlatts
Gregory Scott Garner
Sherry Gerlach
Kim Gibson

Mariella Godby
Tambra A. Golden
Angela Gravely
Kenny Griffin
Stephanie K. Grose
Pam Gunter
Andrea Hagy
Catherine Ann Hainor
Melissa A. Hale
Stefanie Kelly Hall
Dorenda Sue Hames
Clark Haptonstall
Kelly Hardiman
Sandy Hart
Holly Hartman

Freshmen
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Gwynne H artson
N ata lie H ay
Lisa H ead
Linda H eleringer
H arley H endricks Jr.

Mike H ensley
T racie Hill
Lisa Hines
Chris R . H odge
Brent H ouse

Andrea Hunt
Sherrie Lynn Hunt
M ark Ice
Susan J ack
Lisa J ackson

J ames J arrell
Cheryl J ohnson
Kimberly J ohnson
Kimberly J ones J ohnson
Shelley J ohnson

T erry Ann J ones
Beth J ordan
Sarah L. Justice
Thana Huong K amka
Rosella Langdon

Susan Lang ham
Fred LeM aster
Angela Lester
Mary Lewis
Jill Lig ht

D enise Littleton
J oyce Lyndon
Ann M ackow iak
Gary M aynor
Kelle McCorm ick

Susan McCormick
Brian McCoy
J ane McElwee
Melanie McN eely
Leslie McVey
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Fres hm en

Christal Merritt
Sherry Midcliff
Joseph Edward Mollish
Timothy Mootz
Pamela Morrison

Suzanne Morrison
Michelle Mospan
Deborah Mullins
Angie Murdock
Jill Murrell
April Dawn Nelson
Michael A. Newsome
Susan Nicholas
Cynthia Ann Odell
Tremaine Oliver

Janel A. Parker
Lisa J. Parker
Tonia Partlow
Michael J. Pemberton
Diana Pence

Melody Peterson
Beverly Pickens
Deborah L. Qualls
Rowena Quodala
Stephanie Radcliff

Amy Reasinger
Chris Rewalt
Maureen Renee Reymond
Cathy Rice
Angela Richmond

Amy Rife
Dale Rife
Mark Riffle
John Robinette
Tina Barbara Rodgers

Jack Roop
Stephanie Dawn Rose
Stephanie Hope Rowe
Julie A. Rucker
Terri L. Russell

Freshmen
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J ohn B. R yback
T ammy Sayre
Betty Shackelford
Diane Mary Schenavar
T onya Schenk

R ond a G. Semrau
Vikki Shaffer
T ami Lee Shamblin
R and y Short
Krista Shumaker

Teresa G . Sizemore
Melissa Skiles
Valerie Sloan
Brend a Smith
Carolyn Dee Smith

Kimberly Smith
Michelle K. Smith
Cindy Southall
Cindy Spinks
Robert Stigall

Amy J o Stout
Kristi Stowasser
Lori Streets
Paula Christine Sullivan
Kimberly Sweeney

Kendra E. Swiger
Lisa Taylor
Todd Thompson
Dina M . Thy mi us
Jimmy Utt

Melinda Vannest
T erri Va rn ey
Regina W atson
J oy Leigh West
Jill Whaley

Cathy Whitehead
Lora Whittington
Lisa Whitt
D onetta Whitten
Karen Wickline
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Freshmen

Timothy Wilkerson
Melanie Willey
Crystal Williams
Lisa Williams R . Colin
Wills
Richard Wilson
Paula Ann Wine
Wendy Woods
Shelia Woody
Dawn R . Woolsey

Terri Workman
Cathy Yost
Marnie Zirkle

Randi-capable MU students
If going ro school wasn 't already rough
enough, the problems were even rougher for
handicapped students.
Joey Florian, a Salem junior who has cerebral
palsy, had to leave for classes earlier than most
students to make sure his Amigo cart wouldn't
get stuck along the way. Icy spots on the
sidewalks in the winter caused other problems
for the cart as well. Many students in the winter
took a few minutes to push him out of a mud
puddle when the melting snow slowed him
down.
Blind students also had to leave for classes
earlier when winter made locating snow and ice
along the way more difficult. Studying was
another problem for them . Many blind students
had to rely on a sighted student to serve as a
reader if textbooks weren't available in Braille.

Unfortunately, scheduling times to meet
weren't always convenient, and reading aloud
takes more time than reading in Braille.
Some services are available to handicapped
students, and more improvements have been
made on campus to make their lives a little
easier. ARA food service employees prepare
trays for handicapped students, and prephysical therapy majors work as attendants or
feed paralyzed students. The university installed
two more automatic doors in Harris and Smith
Halls for better access to these buildings while
in a wheelchair.
Many other plans for improvement of the
campus are in the making.

Trying to keep dry, Cindy Spinks, Summersville
freshman , copes with one problem everyone can
relate to.

Freshmen
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AD CLUB -

Francis Tanguilig, Brett Si zemore, Melinda Midkiff, Cindy
Mulligan, Seth Staker, Terry Crump, Tina Foster, Melinda Martin, and
Sherry Sumpter.
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Pl ALPHA THETA - Row one: Debra Brumfield, Montserrat MillerChambers, Sally Keaton, and Karen Nance. Row two: Paul Samosky, Brenda
Stevenson, Katie Johnson, Heidi Browne, Margaret Winn, Erin Beth Dower,
and john Hennen. Row three: Doug Shinn, David Woodward, Charles Bias,
Penny Messinger, Kathie Austin, Robert Sawrey .
ALPHA EPSILON RHO - Row one: Lisa Edgell, Joe Hovanski , Susan
Curry, Lucy Nieman , and Chris Cobb . Row two: Doug Birdsong, Carley
Dennison, Stephen Holley, Jeff Deskins, Debbie Adkins, and Amy Callaway.
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1987 Index
A
ABC's 14-hour mini-series AMER/KA
depicted life in America 10 years after
a Soviet take011er.

Band: 46-47.

Buchanan, Suzanne: 131.

Barber, Mike: 91 .

Burgess, Kimberly: 131 .

Barnett, Susan: 176.

Burgess, Rhonda: 131.

Basketball: 98-99.

BuJCh, Kelli: 13 1.

Bassett, Darryl: 130.

Butcher, Kellie: 131 .

Bastianelli, Roh: 190.

c

Baxter, Kevin: 68, 92.
Behrendt,Jennifer: 130.
Bertone,Jennifer: 10.
Abercrombie, Tywanda: 130.

Bennett, Lisa Ann: 130.

Academia: 156-157.

Billups, Andy: 190.

Ad Club: 200-201.

Billups, Erika: 186.

Adkins, Michael: 130.

Blackburn, Sean: 190.

Adkim, Michael Ray: 130.

Bond, Kenneth: 46.

Akhatar, Saleem: 130.

Bongarzone, Mark: 89.

Alexander, Aaron: 130.

BoJJie, Ann: 186.

Allen, Kevin: 89.

Bowen, Lisa: 186.

Alpha Chi Omega: 188.

Boyd, Tommy: 98.

Alpha Epsilon Delta: 223.

Bennett, Melissa: 130.

Alpha Epsilon Rho: 206.

Bezdikian, Aline: 130.

Alpha Kappa Delta: 205.

Billups, Lee Ann: 131 .

Alpha Psi Omega: 205.

Bindford, Kimberly: 131.

Alpha Sigma Phi: 196.

Blake,Jennifer: 131 .

Alpha Xi Delta: 189.

Blythe, Stacey Ann: 131.

Aprea, Lori: 187.

Boggs, Darline E: 131.

Amaefule, Ikecht: 130.

Bole, Debbie: 131.

Andrea, Rachael}: 130.

Boles, Susan: 131 .

Antonson, Lorie: 130.

Breeden, Mike: 190.

Arnold, Marc D: 130.

Brooks, Dawn: 186.

Austin, Lisa: 130.

Brown, Carol: 186.
Brown, Pete: 98.

B

Bolt, Teresa
Bonecutter, Lisa: 131 .
Borst, Annette: 131 .
Bowyer, Bonnie: 131.

JIM AND TAMMY BAKKER
ARE OUSTED FROM THE PTL
ministries following Jim's affair to start
the "holy war."

Bradley, Charles: 131 .
Brant, John David: 131.
Brewer, Susanna: 131.
Brown, Pamela Lynn: 131.
Browning, Clyde: 131.

Bailey, Wayne: 130.
Baker, Melissa: 130.
Baldwin, Carla: 130.
Ball, Kimberly: 130.
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Browning, Michael: 131.
Brummer, David T : 13 1.
Brunetti, Timothy Scott: 131 .
Bryson, Maurice: 99.

West Virginia 's CAPITOL DOME was
to receive a new gold leafing despite
budget deficits.

Calder, Cheri Ann: 131.
Caldwell, Julie: 131.
Caldwell, Sandra: 131 .
Calhoun, Amy: 186.
Callaghan, Elizabeth: 131.
Caltrider, Mary: 131 .
Campbell, Pamela: 131 .
Campbell, Raymond: 131 .
Camp111 Improvements: 62-63 .
Campus Visitors: 50-51.
Ca"oll, Larry: 131.
Castillo, Monica: 131.
Catizone, Pete: 89.
Chafin, Patricia: 131.
Chafim,Jeff: 190.
Chambers, Patricia: 131 .
Chapman,John: 131.
ChiefJustice: 198.
Cia"ochi, Paul: 131 .
Clagg, Paula: 131.
Clements, Margie: 10.
Cliff, Robin: 187.
Cline, Shawn: 131.
Cliness, Rebecca: 186.
Cogar, Suzanne: 131.
Collias, Kerry Dawn: 132.
Coleman, Lesli: 187.
Comar, Melanie: 186.
Cooger, Brenda: 186.

Cook, Allen: 192.

Dorm Life: 16-17.

Football: 90-93.

Cook, Joel C: 139.

Dorsey, Betsy: 132.

Football Spirit: 42-43.

Cook, Marilyn: 132.

Dunn , Sherril: 132, 186.

Foster, Tina D: 132.

Community -

Ritter Park: 228-229.

Dye, Stephanie: 132.

Foti, Toni Marie: 132.

Community -

Riverfront: 232-233.

FraJJinelli,John: 13.

E

Cortez, Debra L: 132.
Cox, Darlene: 132.

Frazier, Amy: 132.
Freeman, Renee: 4.

Cracraft, MaryAnn: 132.

G

Cremeans, Vickie: 132.
CroJJan, Amy: 186.
Cryser, Polly: 187.

PRINCE EDWARD embarraIIes the
Royal family by "Wimping" out of his
military duty in the Royal Air Force.

Cullum,Jane: 186.
Curfman, Brian: 192.

Soviet leader GORBACHEV and
President Reagan negotiate nuclear
arms freeze agreement.

Currey, Dina: 132.
Curry, Susan L: 132.

Earehart, Kim: 187.

Curry, Tom: 98.

&imunds, David: 192.

Cyrus, Benjamin B: 132.

Ehman,Jane Ann: 132.

Czewski , Mark: 254.

Eheet, Tina: 186.

Gabrys, Kelley: 132.

D
Journalist NICHOLAS DANILOFF
is released after being held hostage in
Lebanon.

Elkins, Greg: 192.

Galford, Robbie: 132.

Ellis, Kimberly A : 132.

Gandee, Bill: 190.

Ely, Rob: 211.

Gandee, Lewis W : 132.

Emswiler, Jennifer: 186.

Gatts, Retta: 132.

Engineering Society: 223 .

Gee, Angela: 186.

Epperhart, Leigh: 187.

Ghiz, Sabrina: 133.

Erdlitz, Kathleen: 132.

Gillespie,John: 133.

Estep, Rachael: 186.

Godwin, Ikechuwv Oluh: 133.
Gregory,John: 90.

F

Dailey, Sheila Muliarky: 10, 12.
Daugherty, Carolyn: 186.

Davis, Rebecca L: 132.
Debate Team: 219.

Grounds, Valerie: 133.
Guthrie, Michele:

Davidson, Sherry: 186.
Davis,Julie: 186.

Grey, Melissa: 133.

4.

Gwinn, Veronica: 133, 161.
Red-haired commoner SARAH
FERGUSON became Duchm of York
when she married Prince Andrew in
July.

H

DeBois, Darryl: 13.
Decker, Bruce E: 132.
DeCoy, Angela: 12, 186.
Deem, Lora: 186.
Delta Zeta: 188.
DeMattia, Darren: 46.
Dennison, Angie: 132.
Dennison,Jeffrey S: 132.

Fankhauser, Tom: 190.
Farris, Tricia: 132 .

HUNTINGTON debates the location
of Marshall's new football stadium.

Fashion: 14-15.
Fedczak, Cindy: 132.
Finnian, Shawn: 13.
Fischer, Scott: 89.

Hackett , Paul: 133.

Fischer, Steve: 89.

Hall, Cindy: 16.

Fisher, Allison D: 132.

Hammett, Angie: 133.

Fisher, Amy: 132.
Florek, Barbara: 132.

Hammond, Bobby: 190.

Dickens,Jennifer: 132.

Hancock, Carmen: 133.

Dillon, Cindy: 132.

Flowers, Cynthia: 132.

Handley, Patty: 186.

Donahue, Kimberly A: 132.

Fodor, Carl: 14.

Hanlin , Lesa: 133.

DeShuk, Angela Barton: 132.
DeShuk, Toni: 132.
Devore, Brenda: 132.
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Hardin , Steve: 190.
Harless, Amanda: 186.

J

L

JURY givei ma11 murderer Ted Bundy
yet another Jtay of execution.

LEBANON i1 the Iite of a Jeveral terrori1t attack1 and kidnapping1 of
American citizeni.

Harman , Dan: 190.
Ha"ah , Angela): 133.
Ha"i1, Mary R: 133.
Ha"i1, Rob: 133.
Harihbarger, Amy Alli1on: 133.
Hartney, Joel E. 133.
Haught, Sandra K: 133.
Hazelett, Kri1tina N: 133.
Hendrick1, Marina: 187.

Jack1on, Erma: 133.

Henion , Mar1ha: 186.

Jack1on , Kimberly Danielle: 133, I86.

He1lep, Gwen P: 133.

Jagdon , Voltaire: 133.

Hibb1, Terry: 186.

Jani1zew1ki, Li1a: 133.

Hick1, Dee: 10, 12, 187.

javin11 Kelly: 187.

Hill, Angel: 186.

jelfmon, Brad: 190.

Hillin, Le1lie: 133.

john1on 1 Amy: 186.

Hi11am , Amy: 12.

johnion, George E: 133.

Hi11am, Brian: 133.

J ohn1on, Nannette: 133.

Hobb1 1 Donna: 133.

j one1, Terri: 133.

Hodge, Curti1 A : 133, 144.

ju1tice, Steve: 190.

Hodge ,}ohn E: 133.
Hoke, Sheryl L: 133.
Holden , Rodney: 98.

K

Hoo1er, Mari1a: 133.

Lawhorn, April M: 134.
Law1on,Jame1 G: 134.
Lebowitz, Andy: 190.
Le1ter, Kelli: 134.
Lewi1, Kim: 186.
LewiJ, Robert: 134.
Line, Darby: 134.
Liong, Fuhin: 134.
Love, Tammy: 134.
Lovejoy, Sarah: 186.
Lowe, Heather: 134.
Luca1, Darla: 134.
Luca1, Kelly: 134.

Ho/Jtein, joe: 133.
Homecoming Game: 12-13.

La1kowitz, Scott: 89.

Luca1, jamei: 134, 190.

Holley II, Gerald E: 133.
Homecoming Activitie1: 10-11.

Larkin, Diane: 17.

Lu1k)r., John: 134.
A peace march mark1 the celebration of
MARTIN LUTHER KING ]R 's
birthday.

Lynch, Gaynelle: 134.

M

Hou1e , Rachael E: 13 3.
Hudnall, Amy R: 133.
Huffman, Su1an: 133.
Humphrey,john: 98.
Humphrey, Kathy: 17.
Hur1t}r., Claude R: 133.

I

Kappa Alpha Order: 2 12.
Karnei, Chuck: 89.
Keller,John: 89.
Kennedy, Michael: 134.

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
celebratei it1 Je1quicentennial anniver1ary 150 year1 of academic
excellence.

Kennedy, Rick D: 134 .
King, Ca11andra: 187.
Kirk, Pamela C: 134.
Kirk, Phyl/iJ: 134.
Klein, David: 190.

IRANIAN-CONTRA SCANDAL
rock1 the Reagan Adminiltration and
the entire nation a1 the dealing1
unravel.

Knuckle1, Chuck: 190.
Korne, Roger: 190.
Kraynak, johnj: 134, 190.
Kunar1wamy, Rajiv: 190.

Mahon,Jan: 134.
MAPS-VCAM: 216.
Marcum, Patrick R: 134.
Ma1on, Deni1e: 186.
Matheny, Helen: 10, 12, 13, 134,
186.

Index: 244-251.

MathiJ, Tawnya: 134.

Individual Event1 Team: 218

Maxwell, Elizabeth: 134.

International Student1 Club: 2 12.

Mayfield, Jill C: 134.

/Jer, Wendy: 187.
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Maack, Nancy: 186.
Mahon , Li1a-Sue Mackullgan: 134.

Psi Chi: 202.

0

Maynard, Cynthia: 134.
Mayo,Jennifer: 186.

Q

Mays, Kimberly: 134.
Meadows, Kevin: 89.
Meadows, Scarlett: 134.

OSCAR nominations were announced

Memorial Service: 57-58.

live during morning news programs for
the first time.

Merritt, John: 134.
Merritt, Rebecca: 134.

Libyan leader MOAMMAR
GADHAFI stays quiet following the
US raid last year.

Messinger, Penny: 134.
Miller, Tricia: 186.

Olive, }ohn: 190.

Mini Mag: 77-85.

Opening: 1- 7.

Mitchell, Beverly: 186.

Organizations: 184-185.

MU-HPER: 218.

Osorio, Marie-Car: 17.

Murphy, Pat: 89.

Ohiwv, Vituse: 136.

Qualls, Alvia E: 136.

R

p

Mc

PAT RO_BERTSON of the 700 Club
announces his
Presidency.

MCDONALD'S launches Monopoly
Mania Game, and Greeks play in
marathon to raise money for the Ronald
McDonald House.

President

Reagan

candidacy

for

the

undergoes

PROSTA TE surgery.
Raczak, Harry A: 136.
Ramey, Gordon: 190.

McCallister, Thomas E: 134.
McCane, Karen: 134.
McCane, Christopher W : 134.
McClainy Rob: 161 .

Pace, Tammy: 133.

Rangers: 192.

Pancake, Martha: 186.

Ratoovick, Daniel: 136.

Parrish, Sammi Sue: 136.

Raymond, Gregory A: 136.

Parsley, Lea Ann: 95.

Raymond, Sheryl: 15 .

Parsons, Karen Louise: 136.

Restaurants: 34-3 5.

Paxton, Annette: 136.

Returning Students Club: 217.

Payne, Beth: 136.

Rhodes, Rebecca: 136.

Payne, Phillip: 136.

Richardson, Carla: 136.

Pelfrey, Randy: 190.
People: 128-129.

Rifle, Marcia: 136.

Perdue, Michelle: 186.

Riffle, Becky: 187.

Perry, Greg: 190.

Riffle, Warren: 190.

Petrey, Bennie: 136.

Riggs, David W: 136.

Phi Delta Theta: 216.

Robinson, Lisa: 186.

Phillips, Barbara: 136.

Robinson, Suzanne: 186.

Phillips, Evelyn: 136.

Roberts, Tiffany: 186.

Pi Alpha Theta: 206.

Rodeheaver, Todd: 211.

Pi Kappa Alpha: 196.

Rodes,Jim: 136.

Pilcher, Andy: 89.

Rodgers, Tammy: 46.

Pi Omega Pi: 207.

Roe, Rhonda Lynn: 136.

Pishner, Sherry: 136.

ROTC Cadet Battalion: 193.

Plymale, Lana: 136.

Romine, Anne: 186.

Newman Association: 222.

Political Science Honorary: 222.

Rowe, Lisa G: 136.

Night Spots: 38-39.

Prichard, Dionne: 136.

Rowe, Lovie: 186.

Nolte , Michelle: 187.

PRSSA: 200.

Ruben, Andy Geobie: 136.

McC/ung, Mary Catherine: 134.
McC/urkin , Chris: 95.
McDonald, Carla: 134.
McDonald, Kelly: 134.
McGovern II, E.dmond D: 134.
McMullen, Michelle: 186.
McPeck, Elizabeth A: 134.
McRoberts, B. Douglas: 134.

N
NEW YORK METS win the 1987
World Series.

Richardson, Tanya: 136.
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Starr, Linda: 13 7.

Thompson, Tom: 17.

Runyon, Kim: 187.

Stearman, Phil: 192.

Thorn, Christine: 143.

Ryan, Holley: 186.

Stephens, Derosa L: 143.

Thornbury II, Lawrence H: 143.

Stephens, Kevin: 192.

Todd, Bill: 89.

Stephens, Pam: 137, 160.

Toler, Kimberly: 143.

Stephenson,Julia: 137.

Tozzie, Tina: 17.

Stidam, Christina: 143.

Trader, David W: 143.

Strickland, Norm: 143.

Turner, Mark: 89.

Stokely, Chris: 190.

Twin Towers East RAs: 210.

Stone, Dr.Joe: 190.

Twin Towers West RAs: 210.

Rucker, Julie: 186.

s
Gorbachev and Reagan hold a SUMMIT in Reykjavik, Iceland.

Stuart, Lora}: 13 7.
Stuben, Tom: 89.
Student Life: 8-9.
Salcines,Jennifer: 136.

Student Nurses: 204.

Sayre, Tim: 136.

Student Senate: 212.

Sayres, Paula: 186.

Student Teaching: 160-161.

Scabbard and Blade: 192.

Studying: 176- 177.

Scaggs,Juanita: 136, 161 .

Stueber, Tom: 190.

Sesquicentennial: 74- 76.

Stultz II, Kenneth R: 13 7.

Shaffer, Bill: 136.

Suess, Doug: 143.

Shanesy, Michael Todd: 136, 199.

Sumlin, Roy: 143.

Shannon, Paul: 137.

Sumper, Sherri L: 137.

Shedd, Beth: 137.

Supreme Court: 222.

Shipley, Holly: 13 7.

Sutton, Brenda: 143.

Short, Monica D: 137.

Sweeney, Brian N: 143.

Sigma Delta Chi: 200.

Swick, Becky: 143.

Sigma Phi Epsilon: 197.

Syre, Dersll D: 143.

u
UNIVERSITY struggles with cuts
from state budget that threatened to
close school one week early and cancel
summer school.

v
VIETNAM veterans held a hunger
strike on Capital steps in protest of aid
to Nicaragua Contras.

Smenthkowski, Vincent S: 137.
Smith, Angela D: 143.
Smith, Bridget K: 13 7.

T

Smith, Mary Jane: 13 7.

VanadkinsJr. , Wilson: 137.

Smith, Stacey: 137.

Vance , Gail I: 137.

Smith, Teresa: 143.
Snuffer, Eric: 137.

New TAX laws go into effect bringing
the new 1040EZ tax forms.

Vanhoose , Robert A: 137.
VanHorn, Pam: 187.

Snyder,Judy: 143.

Varner, Ellen: 137, 186.

Southern Conference Tournament:
120-121.

Varney Jr., Benny C: 137.
Vaughn, Brent: 190.

Spears, Shanda L: 13 7.
Spellacy,John: 87.
Spencer, Terri K: 137.
Spinks, Cindy: 155.
Sports: 86-87.
Staats, Josie L: 143.
Stalker, Ginny: 137.
Stalnuker, Sara: 186.
Stamper, Kim: 137.
Standiford, Bridgett: 187.
Stanley, Tammy: 143.
Starling, Patti: 187.
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Vandenbergh, Amy: 143.

Tabor, Roberta: 143.
Tatman, Rita: 137.
Tatsumo, Kiyomi: 137.
Tawney, Kimberly D: 137.
Taylor, Robin: 137.

Vellayan, Brahatha: 137.
Villars, Tracy: 186.
Vitello, Trina: 137.

w

Taylor, Ronn: 137.
Taylor, Sandy: 13 7.
Taylor, Virginia L: 137.
Teachout, Sam: 186.
Templeton, Mark: 89
Thompson, Todd M: 137.

WEST VIRGINIA starts deficit
spending and ponders possibility of
claiming bankruptcy.

Walker, Patricia A : 137.

Wiggins, Tammy: 94-95.

WMUL: 199.

Walzengger, Matt: 89.

Wilburn, Susan: 137.

WoodrumJr.,Joel M: 136.

Warwick, Marty: 190.

Wiley, Cristie R: 13 7.

Worthy, Donna: 137.

Weekley, Kellie: 137.

Williams, Andy: 190.

Wranitz, Roberta: 10, 137.

Weese, Suzanne D: 137.

Williams, Debby: 186.

Wheeler, Burgetta: 13 7.

Williams, Marti L: 13 7.

White, Teresa: 13 7.

Williamson , Deanna: 142.

Whitescarver, Beth: 137.

Williamson , Linda: 137.

Whittington , Melissa: 187.

Wilson, Rhonda S: 13 7.

Wickline, Karen: 187.

Wilson , Susan: 13 7.

COLOPHON

x
A crackdown on X-RATED material
forced 7-11 to remove Playboy from
store shelves.

y
First class of YEAGER SCHOLARS
named.

Yancosek, Mary Elizabeth: 138.
Yeager Scholars Program: 166-171.
Young, Connie: 138.
Young, Samantha: 138.
Young, Stephanie: 138.
Young, Vikki: 138.

Thirty-five hundred copies of Chief Justice, volume 48, were lithographed by Taylor
Publishing Company, 1550 W. Mockingbird Lane, P.O . Box 597, Dallas, Texas 75221.
The 256-page edition was edited by Stephanie Parker. The book went to fall delivery to
allow the staff to prepare a special Sesquicentennial book to commemorate Marshall
University 's 150 anniversary.
Incorporating the university's 150 years of educational excellence, the staff selected The
Impact Never Fades as the book's theme.
The cover is a forest green leather-texture wrap over binding boards with a gold-tone
metalay of the top ponion of the Grand Mace of Marshall University in the lower righthand corner. Blind embossed Harvard rule lines converge on the mace from the top and
left side. The Impact Never Fades appears on the cover in a gold foil stamp above the
horizontal rule line. Headline, body and caption type was set in Garamond, Garamond
Bold, Garamond Italic and Garamond Extra Bold Italic in various points sizes.
Black and white photographs were developed and printed in the Chief Justice
darkroom. Class ponraits were taken by the Yearbook Associates of New York. Color processing was done by Mack and Dave's.
Staff instruction included some high school experience and Journalism 250, Yearbook
Editing and Management.

z
ZOOS begin protection plans for endangered rhinos and elephants.

Zoeckler, Art: 190
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